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ABSTRACT
The LocalCosineDecomposition of Coifman
and Wickerhauser [l] is modified by incorporating two degrees of freedom that increasethe
adaptability of the best basis. These are relative
poshifts between resolution levels and adaptive
larity foldings. The resultant expansionis shiftinvariant, and yields adaptivetime-frequency
distributions which are characterized by high
resolution, high concentration and suppressed
cross-terms associated with the Wigner distribution.
1. INTRODUCTION
Adaptivesignalrepresentations in overcomplete
libraries of waveforms have beenwidelyused in
recent years. Instead of representing a prescribed
signal in a fixed basis, it is useful to choose a
suitable basisthat facilitates adesired application,
such as compression,identification, classification
or noise r e m o d (denoising) [l, 2, 31. Coifman
and Meyerwere the first to introducelibraries
of orthonormalbases which are organizedin a
binarytreestructure,
where thebest basis can
be efficiently searchedfor,and
whose elements
are localized in the time-frequency plane [4]. Of
particular interest are the
libraries of local trigonometric bases, which consist of sines or cosines multiplied by smooth window functions, and libraries
of wavelet packet bases, comprising translations
anddilations of wavelet packets. The libraries
are naturally organized in binary trees, and the
best basis which minimizes a certain information
cost function (e.g., entropy) is searched using the
divide-and-conquer algorithm [l].
A serious drawback is the lack of shiftinvariance.Both the wavelet packet decomposition (WPD) andlocal cosine decomposition (LCD)
of Coifman and Wickerhauser [l],as well as the
extended algorithmsproposed by Herley et al. [SI,
aresensitive to the signal location with respect
to the chosen time origin. Several approaches
that resolve this problem (e.g., [2, 6, 71) either
introduce redundancy (oversampling), entail high
computational complexity, or alternatively the resulting representations arenon-unique and involve
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approximate signal reconstructions.
is t o extendthelibrary
Anotherapproach
of bases, inwhich thebestrepresentationsare
searched for, by introdlucing an additional degree
of freedom that adjusts the time-localization of
the basis functions [8, 9, 10, 111. In case of
wavelet transform or wavelet packet decomposition, the additional degree of freedom is possibly
an adaptiveeven-odd dlown-sampling. That is, fob
lowing the low-pass and high-pass filtering, when
expanding a parent-node, retain eitherall the odd
samples or all the even samples, according to the
choicewhich minimizes the cost function.This
modification of the wavelet transform and wavelet
packet decomposition leads to orthonormal bestbasis representations which are shift-invariant and
characterized by lower information costs [9].
In this work a simjiar approach is applied to
smooth local trigono~metricbases. We modify
the LCDof Coifman andWickerhauser byincorporating into the lbest-basis search algorithm
two additional degrees of freedom that increase
the adaptability of the best-basis. These degrees
of freedom arerelativeshifts
between expansions indistinct resallutionlevels andadaptive
polarity foldings. Ilt is proved thatthe
proposed algorithm, namely shift-invariant adaptedpolarity local trigonomletric decomposition (SUPLTD), leads to a "best-basis" representation that
is shift-invariant, orthonormal and characterized
by a lower informatian cost and improved timefrequency resolution when compared to the LCD.
I
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Figdre 1. The signal 4 t ) : Evolution of an electro2 0 0 2 5 0

magnetic pulse in arelativisticmagnetron(heterodyne detection; local aecilbtor= 2.6GHz).
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Figure 2. Effect of a temporal shift on the time-frequency representation using the Local Cosine
Decomposition: (a) g ( t ) in its bestbasis, Entropy=3.30. (b) g ( t - 20) in its bestbasis, Entropy=3.08.

THEBEST-BASISEXPANSION
Let M denote an additive information cost functional and letB represent a library of orthonormal
bases. Then for a signal g , the best basis in B is
that B E B for which M ( B g ) ,the information
cost.,of representing9 on the basis B, is minimal,
For the LCD [I],a prescribed signal supported
on an interval [0, N )is first split into overlapping
~ n t e r d s[gJmen- 6 , 2J-e(n t 1) f E ) , where 4 (0 5
L 5 L 5 J ) and ? (0 5 n < 2') are respectively the
resolution-level and position indices, J = log, N ,
and E > 0 controls the smoothness of the windows.
Then a folding operator [12] "folds" overlapping
partsintothe
segments, and a standard cosine
transform is applied on each segment.
In
this
case, the basis-functions are local cosines with
even parity at .the left endpoint andoddparity
at the right endpoint.
Here, the LCD is modified and extended by
dowing a larger set of i n t e r d s and a variablepolarity folding operator, which is adapted to the
signal [lo]. The intervals, having an additional
degree of freedom are of the form:
2.

It,n,m

= [2J-en

+

+ m t E)

712 - ~ , ? ~ - ' (tn1)

for some shift 0 I r < N and
polarity
'fo, 1) constitutes the best basis for 9. These

= mo and P = P d O )
PmameterS,
which specify the shift and polarity at the coarsest
resolution level ( 4 = o), are determined recursively
together with the best basis: Suppose that at the
{ P d i ) 10 5
level 4? we have found
i 5 2') and APe(n)'Pe(n+l)
for
all
0
5
n < 2e.
4n,mt
Then we will choose mp-1, { ~ [ - ~ ( i ) I 0 5 i 5 2e-1}
and At-l,n,mt-1 Pt--I(n),Pe-l(n+l)
for 0 < < 2 ~ - 1 so as to
minimize the information cost*
It canbeshown
that if I and J areadjacent
intervals, then we can switch from a basis on
the interval I UJ to bases on I and J, since
6B SPan{B?'P2}= SPan{Bc?)*
By
we have that
h - l , n , m = Ie,2n+a,mc U h,2n+1+a,mc
(2)

(lf

where m, = m - a 2J-e and
m, E io, 2J-e). Consequently,

E {0,1} such that

if M B 5 M A

Bt-1,,,,,
PO rP1

APOrP2
t,2n+a,mc

(1)

where m (0 5 m < 2J-e) is a shift index. In this
case, the basis-functions are local sines or cosines
with either odd or even..parities at the segments'
endpoints, To ensure orthonormality of the basisfunctions, at each endpoint the parity of basisfunctions on the left is opposite to the parity of
those on. the right.Thereforeintervals. have at
their endpoints either even-odd polarity or oddeven polarity. We designate the polarity at an
endpoint by an index p E {0,1) ( p = 0 for evenodd polarity and p = 1 for even-odd polarity).
Denote by BP;: the set of basis functions on
the interval It,,,, having po polarity at the left
endpoint and p1 polarity at the rightendpoint.
Let A$$ be the best basis for g restricted to the
closure of the linear span of B;,:;. Accordingly,
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where
M A = M(A$r+,,mcg>
-I- M ( A $ ' ~ + l + a , m , gis)
the information cost of the children, M B =
M(B$:;qlnlmg)
the information cost of the parent,
and p2 = pe(2n t 1 a) is the right polarity of
the left child and left polarity of the right child.
Now, to acquire shift-invariance it is sufficient to
consider two optional values of me-1: me and
me
2 J - e . The respective informationcosts of
g when expanded at the resolution level L - 1 are
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Figure 4. Mesh plots for the signal g ( t ) : (a) SIAP-LTD based time-frequency distribution; (b) Wigner
distribution; (c) Smoothed pseudo Wigner distribution. The SIAP-LTD yields an adaptive distribution
where high resolution, high concentration, and suppressed cross-term interference are attainable.
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